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 ”Only be strong and very courageous,
being careful to do according to all the
law that Moses my servant commanded

you. Do not turn from it to the right hand
or to the left, that you may have good

success wherever you go.“
 

- Joshua 1:7
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Dr. Tony Colson, author of Unlocking Your Divine DNA, is

a success coach and a speaker, serving high-

performing leaders who are dissatisfied with average.

His passion is to create a movement of strong,

successful leaders who learn to unlock their Divine DNA

and fulfill their potential. Tony is married to LaShea and

has four children, Kiera, Makena, Aliyah, and Tegan. His

family lives in Columbia, SC where he and his wife are

the founding pastors of ICON Church.

www.tonycolson.com

My name is Jamie Wilkinson. I'm the Chief Fire Officer for

the City of Wetaskiwin. I have been a fire service

member for 27 years. My dream as a child was to

become a firefighter to help those in need and to serve

my community. I have had the fortune of learning these

values at a young age, and its these same values that I

shall pass on to my children and members of the team.

Nichole Clark is a wife, mother, and serial mom-

preneur. She is a published author (The 10-Minute

Refresh for Moms), course creator, empowerment

coach, and artist. For several years now, she's been

helping moms feel relief and joy while overcoming

stress and pain. In August of 2020, her life turned

upside down when her sweet, 20-month-old daughter,

Emberly Joy, drowned in the family's pool. Nineteen

months later, she is feeling relief and joy from the art

therapy that epoxy resin art brings. She knows and feels

her baby with her as she creates art that heals the soul,

sparking joy through art and transformation.

Dr. Tony Colson

Jamie Wilkinson  

Nichole Clark 
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Chaplain Chris White has been a paid-on-call

firefighter for the past 15 years. He is also the

Chairperson for the Alberta Association of Fire

Chaplains and a member of his county’s peer CISM

team. He has been the pastor of Rich Valley Community

Church for the past 15 years. He is the proud father of

six children and husband to his beautiful wife, Naomi,

for 18 years. Chaplain White has a passion for serving

his community and coming along side his firefighters. 

Jennifer McLean is inspired to find the positive and

the joy in being in a police family. They have had

many ups and downs along the way, and she

wants to share some of these stories through her

writing. She strongly believes that “mental health

matters” and that we need to take care of

ourselves and others. Her hope is to make people

smile and laugh, find joy where they can, and

make the most out of this journey.

Chaplain Chris White

Jennifer McLean 
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SIFTING THE FOG
B Y  E D I T O R :  L O R I E  G U R N E T T

EDITOR'S INSPIRATIONAL
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"I have suffered
much; preserve my
life, Lord, according
to Your word."
- Psalm 119:107

But trying to carry life’s trauma, anxiety,

and fear alone will eat us up inside to the

point where we become lost, even to

ourselves. When we believe the lie, “I’m

fine,” we start putting up walls of mistrust

and loneliness, and we ignite the flames

of fear. We are only feeding our anxiety

and, in turn, tearing ourselves up from the

inside out.

You see, we need each other. As scary as

it is to remove the mask and say, I am not

okay, this is the first step to healing. We

have to admit when we need help. Being

strong for others is a good thing, but first

we must be strong. This means taking

care of ourselves. Then when we are

called upon to help someone who is

struggling, we will have the compassion

and strength to step out of the fog and

be that leading hand.

 

Lorie Gurnett

Have you ever experienced a sense of

dread,  of being overwhelmed, or of brain

fog? When your thoughts are running a

million miles per hour every direction and

you don’t even know which way is up? Heart

racing, lungs burning, gasping for just a little

bit of air? We all feel this from time to time.

But this is how I feel most of the time. I

learned to lock this part of me away, hidden

from the world, in an effort to show a sense

of calm ... of peace. The danger is that then,

when my guard is down for a slight moment,

others can see how broken I really am. 



W H O  A R E
Y O U ?

“What do you do?” This

question often takes the lead in

a conversation when we meet

someone new. The idea is that

we can figure out who a

person is if we know what they

do. Our lives tend to embrace

this pressure and allow our

accomplishments or activities

to inform our identity. As EMTs,

officers, and first responders,

what you do is plagued with

emergencies, crises, and

tragedies. When I served as a

police chaplain, I realized this

high-stress reality tends to do

one of two things. First, it can

create a reality that bleeds into

our relationships, impacting

them in a negative way. We

allow the pressure, the stress of 

BY: Tony Colson
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our world to impose itself
on those around us
creating a chaotic
environment. Or we can
compartmentalize our roles
and keep those whom we
love separate from this part
of our lives. Our aim may
be to protect them, but we
end up creating lonely lives
for us and them. It is true
they can’t handle all the
details. Nevertheless, when
we push them away, it
builds a barrier in the other
parts of our relationship.

Either way, both of these
approaches can be
unhealthy. 

Let me encourage you to
take a different perspective
as it relates to your identity. 

Approach your identity from
a different posture. Most
importantly, It is healthier to
understand that WHO you
are should inform WHAT you
do. And not vice versa. 

The question is, ‘who are
you?’ 

Do you know? Do you know
who you really are? Do you
know why you are here?
This is the key to finding
peace and fulfillment in
life. Until you are clear in
this aspect, you can never
find true satisfaction in the
things that you do (or the
things that you possess).

Again, I ask, “who are you?”
A way to help you get
clarity on your identity is to 

parallel your search with how
we determine the purpose for
other objects in life. For
example, if you find an object
and you don't know what it is
or what it is for, what would
you do? You could do a
google search and download
the manual or you could
contact the manufacturer to
learn more about the reason it
was manufactured. In our
case as humans, we could go
back to the Bible or to the
One who originally created us
to discover our identity and
purpose. 

In my quest, I did this and
discovered something
amazing about humanity. I
learned that humanity is not
intended to be evil,
destructive, or broken. When 
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we see so much harm at the hand of human beings, whether it is the result of an accident or

a crime, it is easy to embrace a cynical view of life and people. We are so accustomed to the

dysfunction of society and the brokenness of people that we actually blame these errors on

our humanity. You likely have heard people excuse their mistake or ‘sin’ by saying something

like, “well, I am only human” as if humanity is the problem. 

I would challenge this thought and say that humanity - as God intended - is not the problem.

We were created through a divine intention to express greatness in the earth. Each and every

one of us. 

You were fearfully and wonderfully made. 

You are the masterpiece of a divine artist. 

You were created to thrive, be fruitful in life, walk in victory, have healthy relationships, and to

fulfill a purpose. 
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"I love to see people
awaken to a dream for
their life. I love to pull

out the gifts within
people and unlock the 

greatness they were
created for."



"Who you are has to inform what
you do. Is your chaotic world you

serve imposing its reality on the
private world you love?" 
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"Humanity is not bad. Humanity
is created for greatness.

When you are clear on your
purpose, you can find joy

 in your calling." 
- Tony Colson

 



As a first responder, it is likely that you sense—in

a profound way—a ‘calling:' a burden to 

serve people when others can’t handle the

challenge. God created you with a sense of

purpose to protect people, to rescue people,

and to care for people. It is part of your Divine

DNA! 

Don’t allow the brokenness of our world and

sinfulness of humanity to rob you of the joy of

life. If you have embraced a wrong mindset, put

your trust in substances, or found yourself

trapped in destructive behavior, start today to

start over. Repent. Ask forgiveness. Tear down

wrong beliefs. Reach out for help. Bring your

loved ones close (with reasonable boundaries).  

God created you to be blessed. And God

created you with the capacity to fulfill your

purpose. Allow who you are IN HIM to inform the

role that you are called to serve in this world.  

When you are true to who you are, you can face

any what that happens to you.  
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Article by  Tony Colson



What you do, does not 
define who you are



WHO SAVES US? 
Jamie Wilkinson

"Hey Kid, welcome to the fire

service ..." This was my

introduction. Looking back, I wish

the introduction was much

different. Whoever would have

thought that your dream job would

turn out to become a life-long

nightmare. This is my life through

Trauma. 

Growing up in a small community,

my parents were both First

Responders: my father a firefighter

with the local fire department, and

my mother an EMT with the

ambulance service. This was my

gateway to the First Responder

world, watching my heroes go to

work, whether to save a life or a

property. My parents rarely spoke

of the incidents they went to or the

terrors they had seen, but I knew I

wanted to be one to help others. 

As my life journey started, the

adrenaline of the tones dropping,

getting on a rig, the lights and

sirens masked the fear of what we

were heading to. To me, this

seemed all but normal, not knowing

at this time the irreversible damage 
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caused to my mental health or the damage to the people who loved me the most. My

silence had taken over to the point it became my normal life, and the silence became

quieter with every traumatic incident hereafter. I have seen highs and lows, the best and

worst in people, and almost everything in between. Our coping mechanism was the booze

fridge at the fire hall and all the black humor

to follow. We never spoke of how the call

made us feel; this would show our peers that

we were weak and couldn't handle the job.

So, we became professionals at suppression

... and not fires. This began my path: the

dark path we now talk about today with

members just starting their careers, the

introduction I wished I had.

As my career progressed, my wife told me I

was like talking to a wall; my eyes were

empty and dark, and my family walked on

eggshells around me just so I didn’t lose my

temper and react. I had no remorse. My

compassion had declined with every incident

that resulted in a loss of life. I have always

believed that talking about the incident

would make things better, getting it out in

the open or off my chest. But all I did was

suppress it further.

“So, she called the name
of the LORD who spoke to

her, ‘You are a God of
seeing,’ for she said,

‘Truly here I have seen
Him who looks after me.’”

Genesis 16:13.
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"AS MY LIFE JOURNEY
STARTED, THE ADRENALINE
OF THE TONES DROPPING,

GETTING ON A RIG, THE
LIGHTS AND SIRENS MASKED
THE FEAR OF WHAT WE WERE

HEADING TO."
 

-JAMIE WILKINSON
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We are in the occupation to help others; we

will risk our lives to save a life and not have

a second thought about it. But who saves

us? Since becoming an officer in 2012, I

have had the misfortune of burying seven

firefighters: two by suicide and the rest by

job-related health issues. These were piled

on top of every other traumatic incident I

had attended, and there were many. I have

experienced nightmares, flashes of past

incidents because of a type of call, a smell

or sound, images that haunt me when I try

to sleep.

However there is light to this dark time, an

experience to help guide me to a path

where maybe, just maybe, my story can help

save someone. It wasn’t until recently I had

taken a medical leave from the job I love

because I had opened Pandora’s Box, and

all my demons came out to haunt me. I fell

into a dark pit feeling as if I was scratching

at the walls to climb out. I could not see

daylight. I isolated, leaving my home only

for doctor appointments, not having the

interest to spend time with family or friends.

I felt alone and vulnerable.

I had taken the steps forward to get help.

Help to understand that I’m not alone on

this journey. Many of us suffer and for many

different reasons. The path is difficult; your

emotions will be tested. The hardest part of

my healing journey was understanding how

my actions impacted my family. This

brought on an overwhelming amount of

guilt and shame. I have learned those who
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As I am also learning to cope with this
life-changing state, my message to all
those out there who are struggling —
reach your hand out.

Jamie Wilkinson

Jamie.r.wilkinson@gmail.com

780.312.1068

love you will forgive you. The first step is to

forgive yourself. As I write this article, I am

still navigating my path to recovery. The

path is long but, with the right help, not

alone. I know first-hand the fear of being

judged when your hand is stretched out,

hoping someone will grab it and help pull

you to safety. If you have ever watched

the movie Backdraft, which I’m quite

certain everyone in our line of work has,

there is a line that comes up a couple

times: “You go, we go.” This is where the

team bands together to pull a fallen

member to safety and return home after

the call. 

I put my hand out, and it’s been grabbed.

I’m now being pulled to safety.
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SURVIVNG
TRAUMA

CHAPLAIN CHRIS WHITE
It was a great day. The sun was shining. It

was my day off, and I had just gotten back

from watching the latest Marvel movie,

Infinity War. And most importantly, our new

house was officially at ‘lock-up,’ and I was on

my way to the bank to get the money order to

pay the framing crew. 

I never made it to the bank. 

On the way, I came across an accident scene

just a few miles north of our home. Being a

volunteer firefighter, I stopped to see if I

could offer any assistance. Turned out, it was

a fatality: one of our County Firefighters. I

spent most of the night at the scene, till his

body was removed by the coroner. When I

finally got home that night, I just sat on

the couch, alternating between stunned

silence and weeping uncontrollably. As

Chaplain, I spent the next week with my

firefighters and the family as we

walked through the grieving process. I

had the privilege and honour of co-

officiating the funeral with the other

chaplain in my county. 

Like most volunteer firefighters, I can

remember many of the calls I’ve been to

and certainly most of the fatalities.

Most of the time, I don’t think about any

of them unless someone brings them up.

But memories of that call come back to

me unbidden quite often. Over the past

six months there have been other

traumatic incidents, like doing a

welfare check on a former firefighter/

church member, only to find his dead

body ... doing chest compressions on a

cardiac arrest patient who was a friend

and neighbour, then staying to console

his son and widow. All these, combined

with the ‘normal’ calls that volunteer

firefighters do, have started to take

their toll on me. 

This really hit home for me last October

when I was at the Federation of Fire

Chaplains Annual Conference in Dallas,

Texas. Almost all the presentations had

to do with trauma, but it wasn’t till the

Psychological Body Armor™ (a new

CISM course) presentation that I

realized how bad I was. Part of the

course is to take a ‘test’ to rate your 

 traumatic stress level. Let's just say, I  
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"Chief among my coping
mechanisms is my faith which

keeps me anchored even
through the most traumatic

storms of life."
- Christ White
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As I looked over my answers, I realized what pushed me over the top and gave me a high positive

score: my faith. Knowing I had a God who loves me and is always there for me, even when

traumatic things happen, gives me the strength to carry on. 

One of my favourite passages of Scripture right now is Psalm 121, which reminds us that God is

with us and that our help comes from the Lord. That piece of Scripture also inspired one of my

favourite songs, ‘I Lift My Eyes Up’ by Brian Doerksen. I know that whatever happens, wherever  I

go, whatever other trauma I experience, my help comes from the Lord. My faith will help me

through.
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Epretty much got a 100% … which is not a good

thing. 

However, we also had to take a test on our

coping mechanisms. It measured how good a

job we did looking after ourselves and trying to

mitigate the stressor and deal with the trauma

in our lives. Being a CISM peer, I have learned

and try to practice healthy coping mechanisms

in my life. I pretty much got a 100% on that one

too ... which is a good thing. 
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Of course, I do not ignore all the other important coping

mechanisms, like eating and exercising properly, trying to get

enough sleep, maintaining healthy relationships, and taking

time to rest/relax. Am I the poster boy for healthy coping

mechanisms? No, far from it. I should be eating better and

exercising more (something my doctor keeps bugging me

about). I should be spending more time with my wife and kids.

And I definitely need to take more time off which is hard,

being a volunteer firefighter and a pastor of a small rural

church; but I try. While I have a long way to go, the fact that I

utilize these coping mechanisms definitely helps.

Life is stressful and over the past couple of years I have

experienced some pretty traumatic events. Not only have I

been able to survive these, but I perhaps even thrive … or at

least become stronger because of them because of my

coping mechanisms learned through CISM training. Chief

among these is my faith which keeps me anchored even

through the most traumatic storms of life. 
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"I LIFT MY EYES
TO THE HILLS.
FROM WHERE

DOES MY HELP
COMES? MY

HELP COMES
FROM THE LORD,

WHO MADE
HEAVEN AND

EARTH."
-PSALM 121:1-2



FREE OFFER!
 

Feeling lost, distracted, or confused? You are chosen, visible, and loved!

 

I am offering a free 30-minute coaching call. If you are interested in

booking, please send me an email, and we can set up a time that works

for both of us.

 

STOP THE SEGRAGATION! YOU ARE WORTH FIGHTING FOR, AND

YOUR WORDS AND FEELINGS HAVE VALIDATION. 

 

Book your free coaching session at lorie@authorloriegurnett.com

THE STRUGGLE THE TRUTH

Feeling alone

Feeling invisible

A victim

Insignificant

Feeling fearful

Lost

Defeated

Crushed

Feeling chosen

Feeling seen

A victor

valued

Feeling courageous

Focused

Confident

Determined

Are you ready to take back control and courageously step forward 

into who you are created to be? 
Sign up today! https://www.authorloriegurnett.com/coachingandprograms



BY: NICHOLE CLARK

THE
UNCONVENTIONAL
WAY TO HEAL
FROM GRIEF AND
TRAUMA

It is possible to feel deep

inner peace and joy even

while experiencing your worst

nightmare, and this article will

teach you how. 

 

Every single one of us will, at

some point, experience grief

or trauma. Yet in our society,

these two things have become

“taboo” or not talked about

enough. It is normal for

humans to want to

run/numb/hide from painful

experiences and feelings. Yet

doing so only makes the

problems persist and never

really eases or resolves the 
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pain. Because of grief and trauma, many of

us walk around feeling broken, trying to fill

a void or unwilling to face our pain

because it hurts too much.

To avoid my feelings, I’d numb myself with

sugar and binge-worthy drama, or I’d run

from my feelings by filling my calendar with

mundane and superficial things that helped

me feel “needed.” Many of us ignore our

feelings until they grow so big they cause

disease or dis-ease in the body. These are

the “conventional” ways of “healing” or not

feeling our grief and trauma. They are NOT

working very well for society at large. In

following these conventional tactics, we

are actually prolonging their presence,  

When my daughter died suddenly and unexpectedly in my backyard, I thought my life was over. It

was devastating, and the grief and trauma felt heavy like a huge weight on my shoulders.

However, I had experienced enough loss and deep inner healing (I am a trained coach/healer

and had done a LOT of inner work) by that point that I could maneuver through my pain with

ease and discomfort rather than getting stuck with debilitating depression or avoiding my pain.

It’s been 19 months since she passed, and I am not only grateful for who I’ve become as a result, 
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but I feel exquisite joy and deep inner peace! 

I’d like to share a few unconventional ways I have learned to heal from grief and trauma in

hopes you do the same: 

1. Allow yourself time and space to be where you are. There is no timetable on grief and there

are no steps to healing you HAVE to follow. Contrary to common belief, there are no real

stages of grief either. It is individual, and we all learn at our own pace. Healing is not a

destination, as we never really arrive. We don’t really get to a point where we say, “I’m over it;

I’m healed.” It’s more like learning how to carry both peace and pain at the same time. This

requires being in the present moment rather than dwelling on the past or waiting for some future

things to happen in order to feel okay. 

2. Never compare your pain or grief to someone else’s—it does not help the feelings to resolve.

Pain is pain and it is universal. Don’t diminish your pain by saying, “She has it worse” or “I know I

shouldn’t complain about it, my loss is much smaller than yours,” etc. This does not help you heal;

it simply exacerbates your judgment of where you are. When we judge where we are as “wrong”

and somewhere else as “right,” we create disharmony within ourselves. Allow your pain without

judgment or comparison.

3. Focus on how you want to feel. What we focus on expands, so rather than focusing on pain

and hurt, focus on healing. Ask questions like, “What can I learn from this to become a better

person? How can I use this experience to grow and help others?” When we focus on becoming

more self-aware and mindful of how things are happening FOR us, we learn and grow from each

traumatic experience that comes our way, and we can feel deep inner peace no matter what.  

"It is possible to feel deep
inner peace and joy even
while experiencing your

worst nightmare"
 

-Nichole Clark
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" E V E R Y  S I N G L E  O N E  O F  U S
W I L L ,  A T  S O M E  P O I N T ,
E X P E R I E N C E  G R I E F  O R

T R A U M A .  Y E T  I N  O U R
S O C I E T Y ,  T H E S E  T W O

T H I N G S  H A V E  B E C O M E
' T A B O O '  O R  N O T  T A L K E D

A B O U T  E N O U G H . "
- N I C H O L E  C L A R K
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4. Face your pain or feelings head on.

Allow them, not only to exist, but to be

fully felt and realized. Believe it or not,

emotions only last 90 seconds in our

bodies. When we stop resisting them

and instead allow each feeling simply

to BE, we move through the feelings

rather than them getting stuck inside us.

Ask yourself: “What am I feeling and

where am I feeling it?” Release any

labels or judgements about the emotion

or feeling and simply gain awareness

about what it could be teaching you.

Allowing feelings to move through our

bodies allows us to heal and release

pain from our bodies rather than

getting sick.

 

5. Give yourself grace and compassion

as you would to your kids or best friends

in their time of need. Treat yourself with

kindness and unconditional love,

knowing that you are doing the best you

can with what has happened. 

Nichole Clark is a spiritual healer and

self-love coach who specializes in

helping people feel deep inner peace

and joy no matter what life throws at

them. She is an author, coach, course

creator, and artist. Her new book,

Remember All That Is: Conversations

With My Daughter After She Died, will

be released this coming August. You

can get a sneak peek into its pages

here:

https://go.embersglowstudio.com/sne

akpeek/

Allow your pain or feelings
not only to exist, but to be

fully felt and realized.
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J ENNIFER  MCLEAN
MARRIAGE  AGA INST  THE  ODDS

It’s hard to survive when the statistics are more in favour that

you won’t.  No “sugar-coating” the reality: a first-responder

marriage has a higher-than-average rate of failure. The

demands on the first responder, both timewise and

psychologically, greatly influence the success of their

relationship. It can be a very lonely and demanding role to be

the spouse, especially with children. The RCMP provides

another dynamic with various postings as part of the spouse's

career, and moving can be very stressful on the partnership. 

The psychological demands on both the first responder and the

spouse, I would argue, are the greatest detriment to the

marriage. Over the course of a career, seeing the worst of

society, consistently facing the incident management of

emergencies, and knowing evil exists beyond a lay person's

comprehension does psychological damage to 

the first responder. It is inevitable that facing these

situations changes a person. There are various books

and literature on facing the psychological changes

that first responders face over the course of their

careers but few on how a spouse is affected. It is not

easy to manage the household when one spouse and

the children’s parent exhibits signs of PTSD.

Explaining to children that “bad guys” are the reason

Dad or Mom is angry, mad, unfocused, distant, etc.

weighs on the spouse. The spouse is responsible for

defending traits that they often despise themselves.

Maintaining a happy marriage is not easy through all

this. 

Considering the lack of understanding in non-first-

responder families for these unique situations. This

contributes to the fact emergency services personnel

hang out together outside work, too. There is a bond, 
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based on experiences, that holds first-

responder families together. We know the

signs and symptoms after a bad scene or call

that others are not exposed to. We understand

that in many situations there is no family to

help, and we babysit each other's kids. We

acknowledge how hard marriage can be when

there is a lack of understanding by those who

don’t experience the same challenges. The

friendship and bonds between emergency

services families are not an exclusive club you

want to belong to; it’s a survival mechanism in

a very challenging and demanding life. 

Marriage challenges faced by emergency
services are often talked about in these
friendships. A typical marriage does not
face shift work, ridiculously long hours, on-
call shifts, and the significantly detrimental
effects of PTSD. It often becomes broader
than the friendships between just the
emergency services personnel: the
friendships between spouses and families
are needed as they understand the unique
aspects of the lifestyle to a greater degree
than friends with spouses who have typical
employment. 

Independence and self-reliance are
important traits for the spouse; however,
the desire for your spouse to acknowledge 

"It’s hard to survive when the statistics are more in
favour that you won’t. No “sugar-coating” the reality: a

first-responder marriage has a 
higher-than-average rate of failure."
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your daily challenges can be a constant battle. If stuck on comparisons, i.e. “My day was

worse than yours because …," acknowledgement will never be sincere. The challenges on a

demanding shift for the one working in emergency services is often in the forefront; the

spouse's day just cannot compare. However, to have a successful marriage, the spouse needs

to be acknowledged. There are days, as a spouse, that fierce independence is just how you

survive. The loneliness and exhaustion are unbearable some days. Knowing your spouse is

helping others while sacrificing family time and home life can be harmful to focus on, as

resentment is inevitable. 

There is no such thing as an easy marriage. Emergency services face challenges often

unknown to others. A lack of understanding or acknowledgement by those who have less-

demanding typical lifestyles often hinders friendships. This contributes to a greater reliance on

spouses to support each other in marriage. A first-responder marriage takes a ton of extra

work by all parties. Children of first responders know evil exists from a young age. They also 
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" M A R R I A G E  I S  N O T  A" M A R R I A G E  I S  N O T  A
C O M P E T I T I O N  B U T  A  J O I N TC O M P E T I T I O N  B U T  A  J O I N T

A D V E N T U R E  T H A T  I S  AA D V E N T U R E  T H A T  I S  A   
T O N  O F  W O R K . "T O N  O F  W O R K . "

- J E N N I F E R  M C L E A N- J E N N I F E R  M C L E A N
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I ’ m  s i m p l y  h e r e  i n
h o p e s  t h a t  y o u  m a y
r e l a t e  t o  s o m e  o f  t h e
c h a l l e n g e s  t h a t  t h e
F i r s t  R e s p o n d e r  l i f e  h a s
p r e s e n t e d  u s  a n d  f i n d
s o m e  e n c o u r a g e m e n t .  
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know emergencies take their parents away

from them. The spouse often steps up to fill that

gap. In order not to be a divorce statistic,

adapting to the stages and demands of your

first-responder spouse is necessary. The first-

responder spouse also needs to walk alongside

you in the demands of your day to day, even if

insignificant to their employment demands.

Marriage is not a competition but a joint

adventure that is a ton of work. First responders

are often hailed as heroes. Their spouses who

hold them safe, manage the home life, and

fight not to be a divorce statistic deserve

recognition whenever possible.   

—Jennifer McLean



H E R O E S
“A hero is somebody who is selfless, who is generous in spirit, who
just tries to give back as much as possible and help people. A hero,
to me, is someone who saves people and who really deeply cares.”
-Debi Mazar
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https://www.brainyquote.com/authors/debi-mazar-quotes

